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REASONS FOR DECISION & ORDER

BACKGROUND

For the purpose of the substantive hearing, there is an Agreed Statement of Facts

between the Complainant and the Respondent and it helps to set out the background

of the case. The Agreed Statement of Facts is as follows:

"AGREED STATEMENT OF FACTS

I. The Complainant is and was at all material times a shareholder of China NTG

Investment Limited ("CNTG Investment') and China NTG Gas Group Limited
("CNTG Gas Group") (collectively the "Companies").

2. CNTG Investment was incorporated on 12 November 2009 and CNTG Gas

Group was incorporated on 22 December 2009.
3. CNTG Gas Group is part of a group of companies ultimately headed by China
NTG Investments Limited, which was incorporated in the BVl ("CNTG Group").
4. On 29 December 2009,5 March 2000 and 15 April20iO, the Complainant
deposited an aggregate sum of RMB130 million with CNTG Investment.
5. The Respondent was engaged by the Companies to be the auditor of CNTG
Investment for the period from 12 November 2009 to 31 December 2010 and
CNTG Gas Group for the period from 22 December 2009 to 31 December 2010.
6. The Companies assigned Ms. Annie Chan, the then chief financial officer of the
Companies, to provide ledgers, balance sheets and documents for the audit.
7. The Audit Reports of the Companies prepared by the Respondent were both
unqualified.
8. On 5 March 2013 and 19 March 2013, the Companies sent enquiries to the

Respondent to clarify certain transactions stated in the Financial Statements but
no response was received from the Respondent.
9. On 31 July 2013, the Applicant lodged a formal complaint against the
Respondent to the Council of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public
Accountants.

I O. On 6 October 2014, the Council resolved to take regulatory antions against the

Respondent in lieu of formal disciplinary proceedings.
II. On 16 December 2014, the Complainant confirmed to request the complaint to

the Disciplinary Panels for further investigation under section 34(, AAA) of the
Professional Accountants Ordinance. "

The formal complaint referred to in 9. above was contained in two letters both dated
31 July 2013 (collectively "the 2013 Complaint Letters") sent by the Complainant to
the Registrar of Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants ("HKICPA").
Surprising Iy, the Agreed Statement of Facts did riot mention or include the
complaints in the final form (substantially less than those complaints set out in the
2013 Complaint Letters) which was the entire subject matter of the substantive
hearing on IO December 2015. The final complaints and their particulars were set
out in a letter dated 20 January 20.5 ("the 2015 Complaint Letter') lodged by the
Complainant to the Council of HKICPA pursuant to section 34(IAAA) of the
Professional Accountants Ordinance ("PAO"). The Disciplinary Committee was

empowered to deal with only the complaints contained in the 2015 Complaint Letter.

THE COMPLAINTS
Coin laints as at 20 Janua

20.5

By the 2015 Complaint Letter, the Complainant made the following complaints
against the Respondent:
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(1) In respect of the Financial Statements for the period ended 31'' December 2010

of China NTG Investment Limited (the "CNTG Investment Audit'), Tune
Respondent failed or neglected to observe, maintain or otherwise apply
paragraph 2 of HKSA 500 Audit Evidence (issued November 2004) in that the

Respondent did riot obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence for the "Project
costs & facilitation fee" in order to be able to draw reasonable conclusion on

which to base the audit opinion. " ("Complaint I")
(2) In respect of the Financial Statements for the period ended 31'' December 201 O

of China NTG Gas Group Limited (the "CNTG Gas Audit"), In he Respondent
failed or neglected to observe, maintain or otherwise apply paragraph I I, 13
and/or 17 of Hong Kong Standard on Auditing 700 Forming an Opinion and
Reportihg on F1hancia/ Statements (October 2010). The failure arose in the
circumstances that in respect of the balance of investment in subsidiaries and

non-consolidation of subsidiaries' accounts, the Respondent had not
appropriate Iy assessed the adequacy of disclosures and had riot obtained
sufficient evidence to conclude that the financial statements were free of material
misstatements. "

Coin laint as amended on 10 December 20.5

At the beginning of the substantive hearing, Mr. Tony Chow, Counsel for the

Complainant informed the Disciplinary Committed that the Complainant dropped its
complaint relating to "nori-consolidation of subsidiaries' accounts" in the CNTG Gas
Audit.

It follows that this complaint as amended should be as follows:

"In respect of the CNTG Gas Financial Statements, "!tjhe Respondent failed or
neglected to observe, maintain or otherwise apply paragraph I I, I3 and/or 17 of

Hong Kong Standard on Auditing ("HKSA") 700 Forming an Opyhion and Report^g
on Financial Statements (October 2010). The failure arose in the circumstances that

in respect of the balance of investment in subsidiaries, the Respondent had not
appropriate Iy assessed the adequacy of disclosures and had not obtained sufficient
evidence to conclude that the financial statements were free of material
misstatements. " ("Complaint 2")

Mr. Tony Chow also confirmed that the complaints are confined only to negligence as
there was no indication of dishonesty on the part of the Respondent.
BURDEN AND STANDARD OF PROOF

Mr. Tony Chow referred the Committee to the Guidelines for the Chairman and the
Committee on Administering the Disciplinary Committee Procedural Rules which set
out the burden of proof,

Paragraph 14 states: "The initial burden of proving a complaint rests with the
Complainant. "
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Paragraph 17 states: "The Hong Kong Courts have confirmed that the standard of
proof applicable in disciplinary proceedings is the civil standard (proof on a balance
of probabilities) suitably adjusted so that the more serious an allegation the more
compelling must be the evidence. "

ANALYSIS

In both reports of CNTG Investment Audit and CNTG Gas Audit, the Respondent
stated in the "Opinion" paragraph that:

"In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the
Company's affairs as at 31 December 2010, and of its results and cash flows for the
period from tthe date of moorporatibnjt0 31 December 2010 in accordance with the
Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standard for Private Entities and have been properly
prepared in accordance with the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance. "
In the "Fundamental Uncertainty" paragraph, the Respondent stated:

"In forming our opinion, we have considered the adequacy of disclosures made in the
financial statements concerning the Company's capital deficiency of lainountl

approximately at the balance sheet date. The financial statements have been
prepared on a going concern basis, the validity of which depends upon future
profitable operations and/or continued financial support from shareholders. The
financial statements do not include any adjustments that would result from a failure to
obtain such financial support. Details of the circumstances relating to the
fundamental uncertainty are described in note 3.12 to the financial statements. We

consider that appropriate disclosures have been made and our opinion is not
qualified in this respect. "

Complaint , :
Coin laman^s Alle ations & the Su

ortin Evidence

The Complainant alleged that the Respondent did riot obtain sufficient appropriate
audit evidence for the Project costs and facilitation fees of HK$5,318,008.32 which

were expenses in the Income Statement. The focus of this complaint is on the sum of
HK$4,045,159 (later increased to HK$4,547,864) originally booked in the ledger
current account with Eleanor Chan (also known as Chan Sze Wari) ("CSW'), a
director and shareholder of CNTG Investment in 2010. By a later journal entry

(reference J-, 2-06) made on 31 December 2010, the ledger current account of CSW
was credited for HK$4,587,864 and the corresponding debit went to Project costs
and facilitation fees. That released CSW's original liability towards CNTG Investment
under the ledger current account.

The Complainant alleged that there was no audit work paper or audit schedule on the
expense item "Project costs and facilitation fees", In particular, the Respondent
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should be more careful in checking the release of the liability of CSW under the
ledger current account, especially as CSW was a director and shareholder of CNTG
Investment.

Res on den^s ex lariation

The Respondent explained that he had calculated the material ity ratio for the Pro^Ct

costs and facilitation fees. Since project costs are capital in nature or are regarded as
assets, the Respondent used the total assets value of the group for calculating the
material ity ratio. He concluded that the material ity ratio of Project costs and

facilitation fees was only 4% and therefore did not require substantive testing.
The Respondent also replied that he had checked and evaluated the internal control.
He said that the projects costs were well known by the directors of CNTG Investment

as the Project costs and facilitation fees was clearly recorded in the trial balance,
ledger and books of CNTG Investment and had been reviewed and approved b the

directors, All or most of the directors should have been controlling the Project costs
all the transactions should have been properly approved by

for all the times and
CNTG Investment.

Relevant Professional Standards

Hon Kon Standard on Auditin 500 Audit Evidence issued November 2004 :

'2. The auditor should obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to be able to draw
reasonable conclusions on which to base the audit opinion "
Conclusion of the Committee

At the substantive hearing, the Respondent was unable to produce any audit record
or working paper to show that he did the materiality calculation which he alleged was
4% by comparing the amount of the Project costs and facilitation fees to the amount

of the total assets of the group. The Committee takes the view that the Respondent
as the auditor should determine material ity ratio for expenses items in the financial
statements based also on other significant accounting data as well. Since the amount

of the Project costs and facilitation fees in the sum of HK$5,318,008.32 represents
21.6% and 28.9% respectively of the total expenses and the net loss of the rou ,
the Respondent should have applied the substantive testing and further audit work
should have been carried out.

The Respondent repeated many times that all directors of CNTG Investment agreed
that the nature of the expenses were project costs and therefore the Respondent
could only accept the company policy. The Committee does riot agree to this view.
Instead it should be the duty of the Respondent as an auditor to evaluate the

company accounting policy. The Respondent also emphasized that since the

directors were well qualified, he was happy that the internal control and procedures
were sufficient. Yet the Committee does not accept this as a substitute for actual
testing of controls in place or an excuse for doing no work.
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The Respondent was also unable to give any particulars about "the type of projects"
and "the nature of services or the type of facilitation" that comprised the Project costs

and facilitation fees. The Committee is not convinced when the Respondent said he,
in performing the audit work, had checked almost 90% of the vouchers and relevant
documents. Thus the Committee finds the material ity calculation based on total

assets value of the group (actually the Committee doubts whether the Respondent
did actually carried out the calculation) and the internal control for the Project costs
and facilitation fees by the Respondent were insufficient for him to draw the
conclusion. Had the Respondent made the appropriate checking and/or evaluation,
he should have taken further actions and applied substantive testing for the Project
costs and facilitation fees",

Based on the above, the Committee finds Complaint I is established. The

Respondent failed or neglected to observe, maintain or otherwise apply paragraph 2
of HKSA 500 Audit Evidence (issued November 2004) in that the Respondent did not

obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence for the "Project costs & facilitation fees" in
order to be able to draw reasonable conclusion on which to base the audit opinion.

Complaint 2:
Coin lamant's Alle ations & the Su

ortin Evidence

In January 200 I, CNTG Gas Group made investments into its two subsidiaries,
namely ER^un^^. 11^;^;%^^:^^^'^'!^^.^I and ^^^^.^;^^!^i^^^'^I^^.^l
respectively of HK$25,000,000.00 each. On 3 March 2011, CNTG Gas Group
received a refund of HK$, 7,269,945 from ER^11^ ^. 1/1^;;^':*^^;!^il^^^^"^'F1^^>' ^^11,

resulting in a remittance short-fall of HK$7,730,000.00. On 17 March 201 I, CNTG
Gas Group received a refund of HK$8,939,865.00 from 11'E!^11^.^I^;^;';*^I^^;!^i^^^"^'^I;^, 2^.
i^11, this time resulting a remittance short-fall of HK$, 6,060,120.00. These two
subsidiaries were subsequently disposed of in June 2011.

The Complainant alleged that since the refunds were received before the sign-off
date of the CNTG Gas Audit (i. e. 30 September 201 I), the Respondent should have
disclosed the subsequent disposals of the subsidiaries as "Events after Reporting
Date". Further, the Respondent should have made reference to the remittance shortfalls as he should have considered disclosing the losses on disposal. At least, the

Respondent should have made a qualification in the CNTG Gas Audit. Therefore, the
Respondent fails to comply with paragraph 32. f O of Section 32 "Events after the end
of the reporting period" of Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standard for Private
Entities.

Res on den^s ex lariation

In both the RESPONDENT'S CASE (paragraph 25) and the RESPONDENT'S
REPLY To THE COMPLAINANT'S REPLY (paragraph 19), the Respondent stated

that the two subsidiaries were not yet disposed of or the disposals were not final ised
or completed on or before the sign-off date of CNTG Gas Audit. That was a
fundamental mistake of fact on the part of the Respondent.
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At the substantive hearing, the Respondent acknowledged his mistake of fact and
agreed that the subsidiaries had been disposed of before the sign-off date of the
CNTG Gas Audit. In his answers to the Committee, the Respondent said he had
performed Subsequent Event Review by sending out representation letter to CNTG
Gas Group before he signed off the CNTG Gas Audit. The representation letter had
been signed by a director and sent back to him before he signed off, but the letter did
riot mention about the refunds from subsidiaries. The Respondent also informed the
Committee that he had reviewed bank statements and rioted various remittances of

funds to and from the subsidiaries, but he did riot notice anything unusual.
Relevant Professional Standards
Hon

Kon

Standard on Auditin 700 Formin
Financial Statements October 2010 :

an O in ion and Re ortin

on

" f I. In order to form that O^rubn, the auditor shall conclude as to whether the auditor
has obtarhed reasonable assurance about whether the fihancial statements as a
whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error That
conclusion shall take into account. '

(a) The auditor's conclusion, in accordance with HKSA 330, whether sufficient
appropriate audrt evidence has been obtained, '

(b) The auditors conclusion, in accordance with HKSA 450, whether uricorrected
misstatements are material individually orin aggregate; and
(c) The evaluatibn required by paragraphs 12-75. "

" 73. In padreulai; the auditor shall evaluate whether; in view of the requirements of
the appffcab/e financial reporting framework:

(a) The fihaneia/ statements adequately disclose the significant accountihg policies
selected and applied, .

(b) The accountihg policies selected and applied are consistent with the app/!bab/e
financial reportihg framework and are appropriate;

(0) The accountihg estimates made by the management are reasonable;

(d) The information presented in the financial statements is relevant, reli^ble,
cornparab/e, and understandable;

(e) The financial statements provided adequate disclosures to enable the intended
users to understand the effect of material transactions and events on the
informatibn conveyed in the financial statements; and

(O The tenninology used in the financial statements, includihg the title of each
financial statement, ^s appropriate. "

"I7. If the auditor, '

(a) concludes that, based on the audrt evidence obtained, the fthancia/ statements as
a whole are not free from material misstatement, ' or
(b) is unable to obtain sulfident appropriate audrt evidence to conclude that the

financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement,
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the auditor shall modify the opinibn in the auditors report in accordance with
HKSA 705. "
Conclusion of the Committee

The Respondent stated in the RESPONDENTS CASE dated 31 July 2015 and the
RESPONDENTS REPLY To THE COMPLAINANT'S REPLY dated 5 October 20.5

that the two subsidiaries were not yet disposed of or the disposals were riot finalised
or completed on or before the sign-off date of CNTG Gas Audit. Such mistake of fact
on the part of the Respondent conclusive Iy proves that the Respondent was riot
aware of the disposals of the two subsidiaries in June 201 I before he signed off the
CNTG Gas Audit in September 2011. That necessarily follows that the Respondent
had failed his duty as an auditor as he should have made necessary disclosures for
the disposals of subsidiaries in the CNTG Gas Audit.
Apart from the representation letter, the Respondent could not produce any audit
working paper or indicate to the Committee what audit work he had done for
Subsequent Event Review before he signed off the CNTG Gas Audit. The Committee
takes the view that if the Respondent had really reviewed bank statements and did
proper Subsequent Event Review before he signed off, he should have noticed the
substantial amounts of refunds from the subsidiaries in March 201 I and would have

known about the disposals in June 201 I. Then he ought to have followed up the

matter by disclosing the relevant financial information or issuing a qualified audit
opinion in the CNTG Gas Audit.
Based on the above, the Committee finds that Complaint 2 is also established. The

Respondent failed or neglected to observe, maintain or otherwise apply paragraph
11,13 and 17 of Hong Kong Standard on Auditing ("HKSA") 700 Forming an Opimbn
and Reporting on Financial Statements (October 20.0). The failure arose in the
circumstances that in respect of the balance of investment in subsidiaries, the

Respondent had not appropriate Iy assessed the adequacy of disclosures and had
not obtained sufficient evidence to conclude that the financial statements were free of
material misstatements.

DECISION

The Disciplinary Committee finds that Complaint I and Complaint 2 are proved on
evidence.

Regarding proposed sanctions and costs, the Complainant and the Respondent
made submissions dated I5 December 2015 and 17 December 2015 respectively.
Coin lainant submissions:

The Complainant invited the Committee to consider the following factors when
deciding what sanctions to impose against the Respondent:
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a. Although the proceedings are confined to 2 complaints, the alleged deficiencies
in the Respondent's practice would naturally cover the quality of the whole of his
auditing work in relation to the reports of CNTG Investment and CNTG Gas
Group;

b. The amount of funds flowing in and out of CNTG Investment and CNTG Gas

Group are significant sums largely originating from the Complainant's pockets
(exceeding HK$140 million);

c. The Respondent contested the complaints to the bitter end and does riot appear
to appreciate the deficiencies in his practice;

d. There is basis the Committee to infer the Respondent has been withholdin the

whole truth in these proceedings since the amount of audit work papers and
schedules produced by the Respondent is alarming Iy scarce and the Respondent
appears to be evasive during the substantive hearing even when asked the
simplest of questions by the Committee; and

e, The Respondent has indirectly contributed to the disputes between the
Complainant and other shareholders/directors of CNTG Investment and CNTG

Gas in subsequent and ongoing litigations by reason of his poor standard of
auditing and failure to screen for misstatementSImismanagement in the financial
statements.

The only relevant factor that the Committee would take into consideration when

deciding the sanctions is that the Respondent did contest the complaints to the bitter
end and there is no or little element of remorse or reflection on the part of the
Respondent

However, the Committee would not jump to the conclusion that the alleged
deficiencies in the Respondent's practice cover the quality of the whole of his
auditing work in relation to the reports of CNTG Investment and CNTG Gas Grou

without sufficient evidence or proof by the Complainant.

Also, merely making reference to the general fund flows in and out of the Companies
and the amount of investment made by the Complainant in the Companies is riot a
relevant factor for our consideration.

The Respondent was unable to produce sufficient satisfactory auditing papers or give
satisfactory answer to simple questions at the substantive hearing, but that does not
amount to the Respondent IDj^ withholding the whole truth in these
proceedings.

Furthermore, there is no sufficient evidence proving that the Respondent is the direct
or indirect cause contributing to the disputes between the Complainant and other

shareholders/directors of CNTG Investment and CNTG Gas Group in subsequent
and ongoing litigations.
Res on dent submissions:

The Respondent asked for leniency on sanctions and the factors he invited the
Committee to consider are as follows:
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I. The Complainant only owns a very low percentage of the equity interest in the
Companies and other majority shareholders are satisfied with his auditing work.
2. The Complainant (actually it was Mr. Leung Sin Wai who is the sole shareholder
and director of the Complainant) was a director of the Companies. The Directors
Reports and Balance Sheets of the Audit Reports were signed also by the
Complainant (Mr. Leung Sin Wai).
3. The Complainant agreed that the penalty should not exceed $50,000.
4. The Complainant dropped its complaint relating to "Balance of Investment in
Subsidiaries" at the substantive hearing and thus the only remaining complaint is
about "Project Cost and Facilitation Fee".
5. He might have wrongly calculated the materiality of "Project Cost and Facilitation
Fee" and therefore he pleads "gullty".

6. At the hearing, the Complainant confirmed this is only a negligence case and
there was no dishonesty on the part of the Respondent.

The Respondent also referred the Committee to two similar precedent cases from
HKICPA's web.

The only relevant factor that the Committee would take into consideration when
deciding the sanctions is that the auditing and accounting deficiencies only amount to
negligence and there is no dishonesty on the part of the Respondent.
It is the seriousness of the accounting deficiencies that would affect how heavy a

penalty we would impose. It is irrelevant that some directors of the Companies are
"satisfied" with the deficiencies or whether the Complainant is a substantial or small
shareholder of the Companies.

Also, the Complainant did riot drop its complaint relating to "Balance of Investment in
Subsidiaries" at the substantive hearing. It only dropped its complaint relating to
"nori-consolidation of accounts".

It makes no sense that the Respondent pleaded "guilty" in his submission on
sanctions. He had "pleaded innocent' throughout the proceeding and fought the case
till the end of the substantive hearing.

The Respondent referred the Committee to two cases (which should be Proceedings
No. D-, 3-0830C dated 26 August 2015 and Proceedings No. D-, 3-0864C dated 21
September 20.5 respectively). The Committee notes that the respondents in both
cases admitted the complaints against them at the beginning of the proceedings
respectively.
COSTS

^

Coin lainants costs:

Section 35 of POA provides:

to

"(I) If a Disc^)/Ihaiy Committee is satisfied that a complaint referred to under section

34 is proved, the Discfy?11naiy Committee may, in its discretion make any one or more
of the foffowing orders-

. , . the Disciplinary Committee may in any case -

(lip make such order as the Disclyilinaiy Committee thinks fit with regard to the
payment of costs and expenses of and incidental to the proceedIhgs, whether of the

institute (Ihc/udihg the costs and expenses of the Discjolinary Committee) or of any
complainant or of the certified public accountant, and any costs and expenses or
penalty ordered to be paid may be recovered as a civil debt. "
Rules 70 to 75 of Guidelines for the Chairman and the Committee on Administerin

the Disciplinary Committee Proceeding Rules ("the DCP Rules") relate to costs order
to be made by the Committee.
Rule 71 states:

'7t I^ evident from the section Isectibn 35 of PAOj that any costs order made by the
Committee may provide for payment both another party!s !^;g^.,I costs and the
expenses of the Committee, "
Rule 72 states:

' With respect to payment of another party:53 I^:g^./ costs, the Committee has a
of soretion to determine the extent to which costs should be recovered,

(2) The starting point in any award of costs should be the costs (i. e. indemnity costs)
incurred by the successful party, sub^^ct to the Committee being satisfied that the
costs were reasonabl and neoessaril incurred. These costs may include those
costs and expenses reasonably incurred by the Coinp/athant. .,, whether in relation to

or incidental to any invest^;'ation carried out before the proceedings, as the
Committee considers appropriate, The Committee ina reduce the amount awarded
to the extent 11 considers costs to have been incurred urinecessaril or extrava antl "

According to the Statement of Costs submitted by the Complainant, the Complainant
seeks costs in the sum of $608,675.00 from the Respondent (comprising four items,
namely (1) Costs of the Complainant; (2) Costs of Solicitors; (3) Costs of Counsel;
and (4) Disbursements). The Respondent asked for breakdown of the costs and the

Complainant provided some further information on work done and working hours, but
has been unable to show which parts of the costs relate directly to the two
complaints.
(, ) Costs of engaging accountants:

The Complainant claims a sum of HK$237,150.00 being costs for its engagement of
accountants. Both Rules 74 and 72 contemplate that so far as another party's costs

are concerned, the Committee would order legal costs. The Complainant itself
confirmed in the Checklist that the Complainant did not require expert evidence.
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Rule 50 of the DCP Rules stipulates that save in exceptional circumstances, expert

evidence on accounting matters will be required only for issues which involve
knowledge of accounting standards or practices which may be in controversy within
the profession. As there is no controversial accounting issue in this case, expert
evidence is riot required and the Committee finds that the costs of engaging
accountants were riot reasonably and necessarily incurred by the Complainant.

Therefore, no costs for engaging accountants are allowed.
(2) Costs of Solicitors:
The costs claimed for Ms. A1ice Fan, solicitor is HK$211,000.00 and the trainee
solicitor is HK$96,525.00 respectively.
The facts and issues are riot complicated in this case. All material facts of the case

are agreed by the parties except 'Whether Mr Chan Kam Fai was a director and/or
employee during the reporting period?" Yet this disputed fact is irrelevant since the
proceedings are confined to the two complaints set out in the 2015 Complaint Letter.
Therefore the Committee takes the view that one solicitor should be sufficient in

handling the case and therefore the costs for the trainee solicitor are riot allowed.
As noted, the whole case and the subsequent substantive hearing were prepared on
the basis of substantially all complaints set out in the 2013 Complaint Letters. Thus

many allegations, arguments, replies, explanations and annexes set out in the
Complainant's case dated 15 July 2015, the Respondent's case dated 31 July 2015,
the Complainant's Reply to the Respondent's case dated I5 September 2015 and
the Respondent's Reply to the Complainant's case dated 5 October 2015 were riot
relevant to the substantive hearing. The Disciplinary Committee believes that a lot of

time, effort and costs of the parties were escalated and wasted as a result.
In the 2013 Complaint Letters, the Complainant set out five items of expenses

alleged Iy with improper recording and insufficient or absence of disclosures for the
CNTG Investment Financial Statements, :

I. Consultancy fee (HK$5,314,853.30);
2. Project costs & facilitation fee (HK$5,318,008.32);
3. Revenue (HK$6,200,000.00);
4. Receipts of HK$148,524,985.00 unaccounted for; and
5. Improper off-setting of five bank transactions and leaving a net sum of
HK$39,412,755.00.

And the Complainant set out two main complaints for the CNTG Gas Financial
Statements:

I. Suspicious transfer of funds amounting to HK$69p00,000.00; and
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2, Investment in subsidiaries of HK$50,000,000.00 which the Complainant alleged
should be disclosed or presented by way of a consolidated account, or at least
the report should be qualified.

Of all the complaints in the 2013 Complaint Letters, only 2 complaints were set out in
the 2015 Complaint Letter (the subject matter of the proceedings) and part of the 2
complaints was further dropped at the substantive hearing. As a result of such
conduct of the Complainant, the Committee believes that substantial costs were
unreasonably and unnecessarily incurred. Therefore, the Committee decides that

only one-tenth of the costs for Ms. Ajice Fan is allowed and that is HK$21,100.00.
(3) Costs of Counsel:

The Committee awards Counsel's brief for appearing at the substantive heartn in
full and one-third of the preparation costs. The total Counsel costs allowed is
$43,000.00.
(4) Disbursements:

The Committee awards HK$2,500.00, being half of the disbursements claimed by the
Complainant,
HKICPA's costs

The Committee awards the costs and expenses of HKICPA in full at HK$29,558.60.
ORDER

The Disciplinary Committee is satisfied that both Complaint I and Complaint 2 are
proved and IT Is ORDERED THAT:

a. the Respondent be reprimanded under section 35(, )(b) of the PAO;
b. the Respondent do pay a penalty of HK$25,000 for Complaint I under section
35(, )(c) of the PAO;

c. the Respondent do pay a penalty of HK$25,000 for Complaint 2 under section
35(, )(c) of the PAO;

d. pursuant to section 35(,)(iii) of the PAO:

i. the Respondent do pay the costs and expenses of the Complainant at
HK$66,600.00,

Ii. the Respondent do pay the costs and expenses of HKICPA at HK$29,558.60.
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